
OUTDOOR LIGHTING FIXTURES

STYLE GUIDE

This guide is not meant to replace the advice of a lighting professional,
but only to help you communicate your preferences effectively.

GENERAL CLASSIFICATIONS:

Uplights
Projects light upward through trees,

flowers and landscaping

Downlights
Projects light downward from tree trunks or branches, 

gazebos, pergolas and walls 

Hardscape/Deck Lights
Used primarily for safety, lights are mounted

onto deck posts and along pathways

Canopy Lights
Lighting placed high within tree branches to illuminate 

their upper portion for dramatic effect 

In-Grade/Recessed Lights
A subsection of hardscape/deck lights that are

recessed into the ground or hardscape
to provide lighting inconsipuously

SEE PAGE 2
FOR SPECIFIC FIXTURE TYPES

Learn more about Outdoor Lighting
on our website:

BentleyElectronicSystems.com
OR CALL

860-657-8558



  Bullet Light-fixed or flex

  Curved Niche Light

  Director Light-can be mounted in-ground or in a tree

  Lip Light-mounted under a ledge to light the area below.

Great for railings and stairs

  Marker Light-inground, available in 90* or 180* with long or short 
throw distance

  Matchlight-perfect for pathways

  Mushroom Light-provides downlighting within plantings and 
along paths

  Nose Light-ideal for decks and stairways

  Path Lights

  Tiki Torch

  Wall Light-similar in style to the lip light, but mounted on/in the wall 

  Wash Light-adds dramatic flair and brings light to dark areas
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Presented below are a few of the most common fixture styles. All of the lighting hardware installed by 
Bentley Electronic Systems is solid brass, even the screws. They feature fittings and couplings designed 
to prevent dirt and debris from getting inside the fixtures, and they are completely weatherproof. In fact, 
several styles are created with the abiity to “grow” with your landscaping! They will never rust, never 
corrode, and are FOREVER serviceable. 

Clearly, excellent outdoor lighting does not rely on only one styleof lighting fixture.
Have Bentley Electronic Systems come to your home, hear your ideas, make suggestions, show you

how the lighting will enhance YOUR outdoor areas, and develop a full plan and pricing.
No obligation. Call 860-657-8558 to schedule. 


